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Academic Staff Matters

M.G.Bell's appointment as Research Fellow terminated on

December 3: he will be joining the Plasma Physics Laboratory,

Princeton.

J.B.Blarney retired on December 31 after a long and disting-

uished career in the School. We wish him well on his re-

tirement.

A.H.Morton was promoted to Senior Fellow in July.

L.F.Peterson resigned his Research Fellowship in July to

take up a permanent position in the Research and Development

Department of the State Electricity Commission of Victoria.

L.B.Whitbourn was appointed to a Research Fellowship from

December 18.

The Department had two Visiting Fellows from overseas, each

for one month: R.J.Bickerton, Associate Director (Science)

of the JET Joint Undertaking (Europe) and M.H.Hughes, Culham

Laboratory, U.K. W.K.Bertram and G.R.Hogg continued their

long-term attachment from Lucas Heights as Visiting Fellows.

A.H.Morton departed in October to take up his appointment at

the University of Saskatchewan as a Commonwealth Fellow. He

presented the latest results on LT-4 at the Division of

Plasma Physics, American Physical Society, 21st Annual Meet-

ing held in Boston, November 12-16. S.M.Hamberger and

L.E.Sharp both spent short periods in Europe on outside

studies, including the 9th European Conference on Controlled

Fusion and Plasma Physics, Oxford, September 1979, where

they presented papers on the modular stellarator. Australian

conferences supported included the Australian Institute of

Physics Congress, Perth, January and the AINSE Plasma

Physics Conference, February 15-19, where S.M.Hamberger,

M.G.Bell, J.W.Blarney, M.J.Hollis, A.H.Morton, G.L.Ostheller,

L.F.Peterson, L.E.Sharp, C.F.Vance, W.K.Bertram, G.R.Hogg
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H.J.Barkley and L.B.Whitbourn presented papers on the work

of the department.

Eight Plasma Research Colloquia were held (two jointly with

Department of Theoretical Physics), and four short-term

visitors to the department (D.C.Robinson, R.J.Bickerton,

H.Alfv£n and J.Roederer) presented School colloquia.

Several lectures were presented by academic members of the

staff to outside research institutions, including the

University of NSW; Max-Planck Institut fur Plasma Physik,

Garching; Ecole Polytechnique de Lausanne.

Outside committees served by members include the Fusion

Research Advisory Group and the AINSE Plasma Physics

Committee.

2. OUTLINE OF RESEARCH ACTIVITIES

The second year of our operation has seen the main effort

continuing to be directed towards upgrading the tokamak,

together with its associated apparatus, to a standard of

performance currently found in leading overseas plasma

laboratories. This is a prerequisite to ensuring the

acceptance of our future research results by what has be-

come a very large international community working in this

field: progress in studies of magnetically confined plasma

has been so rapid that experimental standards, particularly

those concerning plasma control and measurement accuracy,

which were current only a few years ago are now insuffic-

ient to provide the necessarily detailed physics inform-

ation required to unravel the important outstanding

mysteries of high temperature plasma behaviour.

The main aims of these improvements are, firstly to ensure

that a hot plasma ring of the desired properties can be

created reproducibly, with its position with respect to the

vacuum walls controlled (by magnetic fields) for a
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sufficiently long time that its quasi-steady state proper-

ties can be measured; secondly, to provide the means of

making and analyzing the detailed measurements themselves.

Most of this work, while very demanding both scientifically

and technologically, must be regarded as an investment for

the department's future scientific output, since, while it

is rarely per se suitable for publication, it is a pre-

requisite to work which will be.

As detailed below, much of this work is now either com-

pleted or in an advanced stage. For example, the mechan-

ical support structure for the toroidal magnet coils, re-

quired to maintain the necessary very high precision for

the magnetic fields, is now in use and performing its job,

despite unexpected difficulties and delays in its design,

manufacture, and installation. The most important (and

complex) new diagnostic apparatus (the laser scattering

system to measure local plasma temperature and density) is

now installed on the tokamak and being made ready for oper-

ation, while several other new diagnostics, including

instruments to measure both the soft X-ray and far-infra-

red radiation spectra, are about to be connected to the

tokamak. Other work of a longer term nature is also pro-

ceeding, with the aim of developing new techniques for

plasma measurements.

One major achievement during the year is the design and

successful implementation of a quite complex automatic

digital data acquisition system, controlled by a small com-

puter and linked to the School computer system for data

storage and analysis. This has already made an enormous

improvement in the efficiency of operating the apparatus,

and in its fully developed form will be used to extract the

required scientific information from the large amount of

raw data obtained. In the event this work was completed

with minimal assistance from outside, since the programmer
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(from Lucas Heights) assigned to the project in fact left

the AAEC shortly after.

Other significant changes include the installation and

initial testing of an electronically controlled magnetic

field system required to prevent gross plasma movements

within the torus.

The final major modification planned is to extend the plasma

current pulse so as to increase the time during which the

plasma exists in a steady condition from a few milliseconds

to about 100 ms, using power obtained from an available

large rectifier (part of the homopolar generator system).

This will have the effect not only of making diagnosis

easier, and more accurate, but also of making their inter-

pretation more reliable. The necessary engineering work

for this extended pulse should be completed in early 1980.

Another area which must be regarded as exploratory is that

of large-scale numerical calculations to model the plasma

behaviour. For example , codes which follow the evolution of

the radial distribution of, e.g. temperature and concen-

tration of all particle species within the plasma, are used

not only for predictive purposes but to provide a framework

for testing various theories, e.g. of plasma transport,

against the experimental observations. Such codes have

recently been successfully implemented and are now available

for use by experimentalists.

The department continued its work on fundamental studies of

toroidal magnetic fields aimed at optimizing the field con-

figuration on stellarators, and the results of this study

(mainly computational) are being prepared for publication.

Meanwhile the design study on the proposed large modular

stellarator, for which NERDDC funding was received in late

1978, has continued. A major problem here was the diffi-

culty experienced in attracting, to a one year post, a suit-
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ably experienced engineer to take charge of the engineering

design. Fortunately we were able to arrange for the loan of

a senior engineer, Mr.John Edwards, from the Atomic Energy

Commission Research Establishment, Lucas Heights, to make a

somewhat belated start to this project in September of this

year. This increases our indebtedness to the AAEC, since we

now have three members of their research and engineering

staff attached to the Laboratory, as well as useful financial

support.

With the arrival during 1980 of a Senior Research Fellow,

Dr.R.A.Boswell, who has considerable experience in both lab-

oratory and space plasma research, we are now in a position

to implement the expansion of our research interests into

those other aspects of plasma physics envisaged in last year's

report. While it is too early to describe a detailed pro-

gramme, we expect to build, install and commission suitable

apparatus for such studies during next year. The establish-

ment of a completely new laboratory will inevitably place

some strain on both the technical and financial resources of

the department, but (quite apart from the inherent import-

ance of such activities) it is considered important, partic-

ularly in view of the uncertainty of continuing outside

support for the fusion related work, to diversify our activ-

ities into other areas of plasma research. For this reason

also we have no plans at present to reactivate the LT-3

tokamak.

Overall, this has been a year of consolidation and preparat-

ion rather than of scientific achievement. Given moderate

luck the early part of next year should see the end of this

phase and the beginning of a scientifically productive era

for the Laboratory. By its nature, a single experimental

result from a tokamak depends on the reliable, simultaneous

operation of a very large and diverse array of hardware,

ranging from lasers and computers to diesel generators, to-

gether with the efforts of all those involved working as a
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team. Fortunately we are rapidly approaching the desired

situation.

Once again we express our gratitude to AAEC for their con-

tinuing support for our work, and to AINSE for their valu-

able equipment grants. We are also most appreciative of

the support from School services, particularly from the

main Workshop, on whom we have placed unusually large

demands this year and who responded splendidly.

3. LT-4 TQKAMAK

A great proportion of the year was devoted to improving the

accuracy of the confining magnetic field: this involved

making extensive measurements of toroidal field errors, and

devising ways of reducing and/or compensating for these and

other stray fields by currents in additional windings. As

part of this exercise a strong support frame was designed

and constructed to fit the existing coil system^ and event-

ually installed with some difficulty. This frame has the

dual functions of preventing movement due to the large

electromechanical forces experienced when working at the

higher fields (1.5 - 3 T) and plasma currents (50 - 100 kA) ,

and of enabling small but essential mechanical adjustments

to be made to the location of the coil elements to minimize

the field errors. It was also found necessary to introduce

additional windings to improve the vertical magnetic field

distribution so that proper plasma equilibrium could be ob-

tained once the ring was formed. Once this remedial work

was completed it became possible to produce for the first

time in LT-4 the necessary conditions for reproducibly form-

ing a hot plasma column free from both runaway electrons and

contamination due to plasma-wall interactions.

In order to maintain the plasma equilibrium against forces

resulting from both plasma current redistribution and finite

plasma pressure it is necessary to provide some form of
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feed-back control to maintain the plasma in its desired

position away from the vacuum vessel walls (using magnetic

fields). To do this we have designed and installed an

active electronic system which monitors the plasma position

and motion, by a system of magnetic pick-up coils, and then

changes currents in the control windings appropriately.

The use of this system has enabled the plasma to remain

centred for the whole duration of the discharge, which at

present is lr.nited to 20 ms by the size of our capacitor

bank. Experience with this will enable us to make further

modifications to the control system to allow operation at

the higher currents and plasma durations planned for the

coming year: by connecting the ohmic heating transformer

primary to a 0.8 MVA mercury arc rectifier the current

pulse will be extended to approximately 100 ms at 100 kA.

The main magnetic field will be increased to 2.8 T.

At present the machine is operating routinely at magnetic

fields around 1.5 T (which allows a 3-4 minute repetition

rate) and peak plasma current ~ 35 kA, with a plasma dur-

ation of 18 ms. The mean electron density is 1.5 x 10

cm , loop voltage = 2 V, and the mean electron temperature

(estimated from plasma conductivity) is of the order of

200 eV.

Preliminary measurements have been made on the MHD activity

which appears as a precursor to major disruptions initiated

by gross loss of plasma equilibrium. These show that an

m = 3 MHD mode grows before the disruption. There is

little evidence of any significant m = 2 component. The

rotation of the m = 3 mode is irregular, appearing to lock

into a particular poloidal position, possibly due to

spatial magnetic inhomogeneities.

The principal plasma diagnostics presently installed and

operating on LT-4 are:
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- A 2 mm microwave interferometer to measure electron

density.

- A fast response mass spectrograph to measure the im-

purity release.

- H a Doppler broadening spectrometer to obtain ion

temperatures.

- A set of interference filters and photomultipliers to

monitor the oxygen impurity lines OIII ,:270 A, OIV 3385 A

and OV 2800 A.

Diagnostics installed and being commissioned are:-

- A ruby laser Thomson scattering system to measure local

electron temperature and density.

Diagnostics to be installed during 1980 are:-

a 337 vim wavelength multichannel interferometer

employing an HCN gas discharge laser to measure the

electron density distribution.

A scanning Michelson radiation interferometer to

measure the electron temperature radial profile from

electron cyclotron harmonic radiation.

- A liquid nitrogen cooled soft X-ray detector to

measure electron temperature and impurity content.

- A soft X-ray diode array to locate regions of strong

MHD activity.

4. MODULAR STELLARATOR

Numeric?..! computations on the vacuum magnetic field struct-

ure for 1 = 3 type stellarators have been continued to

determine the optimum winding pitch for a given current in

the helical conductors. It has been shown that the separ-

atrix (which defines the outermost closed magnetic surface)

occurs where the local pitch angle of the magnetic field

line equals that of the helical windings. As the pitch

angle of the field line varies with poloidal angle (due in
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part to toroidal effects) the average rotational transform

*.s is considerably less than (typically one third to one

half) that of the winding pitch. A more uniform rate of

rotation of the field line for a given average winding

pitch, and thus a larger ratio of *.s to winding pitch angle

can be achieved, by modulating the winding pitch of the

helical conductors according to the law:

$ = <|> + me + asinS

where a is a constant found by computer iteration and maybe

different for the forward and return conductors. Such a

difference produces a vertical field causing a finite ro-

tational transform on axis. This is desirable since it in-

creases the rotational transform averaged over the plasma >

volume, and also helps to centre the outer magnetic vacuum

surfaces with respect to the geometric axis.

Numerical computations for the modular stellarator have

reached the point where a basic coil configuration has been

established. The large cross-section conductors required to

withstand the large electromechanical forces have been

simulated using three current filaments each carrying

125 kA. The conductor configuration, which allows four

4.5° azimuthal gaps for diagnostic access, is shown in Fig.

1. The introduction of these gaps together with twelve 1°

gaps representing the finite conductor and insulation thick-

ness, shows little detrimental effect on the gross features

of the magnetic surfaces provided the helical windings are

oriented so that the end points of the conductors are

rotated in azimuth with the same poloidal coordinates across

the gap. The magnetic surfaces for the modular stellarator -

are compared with those of a continuously wound helical I

winding in Fig. 2. 1

The major parameters for the stellarator are as follows: |

*ia
' N'
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Fig.l. Plan view of the winding geometry of the helical
and toroidal field coils. The helical and toroidal con-
ductors are represented by 3 poloidally and 3 radially
spaced current filaments respectively.

O.3-

Q3 0.2 O1 O 0.1 O.2
MINOR RADIUS (m)

O.3

Fig.2. Magnetic surfaces (i) for the modular
stellarator and (ii) the stellarator with con-
tinuous wound helical conductors.
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This work is supported by a grant from NERDDC to fund a

design and cost study of the modular stellarator. An

engineering team of one senior and one junior engineer, plus

a computation analyst are undertaking a detailed study of

the mechanical structure, its fabrication and feeder current

problems. •

l
5. PLASMA DIAGNOSTICS I

a) Thomson Scattering

The laser consists of an oscillator and two amplifier stages

operating in a quasi-single transverse and single longi-

tudinal mode,with an output energy limited at present to 2 J

in 30 ns due to a crystal fault in the last ruby rod. A new

rod has recently arrived, which will increase the output

energy to 6 J. A Spex 0.5 m, f/6.8 monochromator fitted with

2400 I/mm or 1200 I/mm holographic gratings is used as the

dispersive instrument to analyse the Doppler broadened

spectrum of the scattered radiation for electron temper-

atures above or below 500 eV respectively. The overall

efficiency is 38% and the cross-talk between adjacent

channels is better than 1 : 104.

The entire system sits on a rigid frame which can be moved

horizontally on linear bearings and vertically by hydraulic

rams so that the scattering volume can be correspondingly

varied within the plasma. This enables both radial and
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vertical temperature profiles to be measured. The system is

now installed on LT-4 and is at present undergoing optical

alignment and calibration of the optical components.

b) HCN Laser

During 1979 a two-metre long CW HCN waveguide laser has been

constructed as a source for interferometric measurements of

electron densities in LT-4. The laser is capable of deliver-

ing approximately 100 mW of power at a wavelength of 337 ym.

This wavelength permits, in principle, measurements of

electron density up to its cut-off density of 9.8 x 10 cm ,

with a spatial resolution of about 10 mm. In 1980 a single

channel interferometer will first be constructed to measure

the line-average electron density along a vertical diameter

of the LT-4 plasma. Subsequently, a multichannel inter-

ferometer, operating along five or more vertical chords

through the plasma, will be constructed to allow the time-

variation of the profiles of electron density to be deduced

by Abel transfoxmation.

The power of the laser is ample for a five channel interfer-
-4ometer with a response time of 10 s using room temperature

pyroelectric detectors. The interferometer will follow the

Fontenay-aux-Roses system, using a cylindrical rotating

grating to produce a continuous 10 kHz Doppler shift of its

reference beam; this permits phase-shift measurements as

small as 10 fringes and lends itself readily to digital

data acquisition methods. The minimum line-average electron

density that can be measured by such a system on LT-4 is of

the order of 1012cm"3.

c) Scanning Michelson Interferometer

The scanning Michelson interferometer will be used to resolve

the electron cyclotron emission spectrum of the LT-4 plasma

in order to derive the spatial and temporal variations of
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relative electron temperature. Briefly, the principle of

the method is as follows: in general, the plasma radiation

at the second harmonic of the electron cyclotron frequency

is emitted at the level of a black body whose temperature

equals that of the plasma electrons. Because the toroidal

magnetic field and its associated electron cyclotron fre-

quency vary inversely with major radius, radial observation

of the level of second harmonic radiation leads directly to

electron temperature as a function of major radius.

Most of the major mechanical components of the interferom-

eter have been obtained or constructed and are now ready

for assembly. The interferometer follows the NPL design,

in general use on toroidal plasma devices around the world,

but incorporates two mechanical vibrators instead of one,

to drive both interferometer mirrors and so double the

resulting spectral, and hence spatial, resolution.

The output of the interferometer will be detected by a

liquid helium cooled indium antimonide detector and will be

analysed by a dedicated LSI-11 computer, which will deduce

the spectrum by fast Fourier transform techniques and then

compute the resulting electron temperature profiles. All

parts for the computer system are either available, or on

order.

d) Optically Pumped Submillimetre Laser

The system is based on a quasi-CW (2 s duration) gas dis-

charge laser optically exciting a suitable r.olecular gas.

By changing the gas and tuning the C0 2 laser to a different

wavelength, the output of the submillimetre laser can be

altered. Construction of the CO2 laser is complete. It has

been operated CW at a reduced gas pressure (20 torr) pro-

ducing an output multi-mode beam of 60 W power in the

P20, 10.6 ym line. The insertion of a Fabry-Perot etalon

into the optical cavity in conjunction with a piezo-
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electrically scanned Fox-Smith interferometer will enable

the laser to be operated in a single mode. An SFg gas cell

will be added into the cavity to change the output wave-

length to the P20'
 9*^ y m 1^-ne-

The submillimetre laser cavity is at present under con-

struction and should be mechanically assembled early next

year.

6. DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM

The 32-channel A/D converter in CAMAC, driven by the PDP

11/03 computer, has been in regular use for recording per-

formance of LT-4. Output via a Tektronix 4010-1 terminal

to a Versatec hard copier provides scaled and annotated

records at lower cost than Polaroid film. Users' require-

ments for software have become better defined through act-

ual use of the early versions.

The Thomson scattering system software will be introduced

in stages, beginning with print-out of raw data. The pro-

gram for this is a simple modification of one already used

for calibration.

A remote LSI-11 has been successfully down-loaded using the

RT-11 paper-tape handler to drive a serial line. This will

support the computer used for the scanning Michelson inter-

ferometer referred to in section 5(c) .

Files have been successfully transferred on the parallel

link between the PRL computer and a PDP-11 in the School

Computer Unit, but transfer to the DEC-system 10 requires

further development.
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7. HOMOPOLAR GENERATOR

The HPG operated only to LT-4 during 1979. There are no

other experiments attached to the HPG. The total running

time was 90 hours with 600 current pulses to LT-4. However %

the system was not used from 11.4.79 to 17.10.79 due to |._

modifications on LT-4, including the restraint frame |i,

installation, The HPG again operated smoothly whenever re- in-

quired .

Bringing the Electrolytic Control Resistor (ECR) into ser-

vice has been given low priority until there is a pressing

need for a higher pulse repetition rate on LT-4. Therefore

it has not yet been electrically connected into the main

HPG current circuit.

8. COMPUTATIONS

Computer simulations of the heating and diffusion of plasma

in tokamak devices were attempted using the Culham Labor-

atory one dimensional transport code ICARUS. Although it

was found that this code performed reasonably well in cal-

culations for large tokamaks, considerable difficulty was jj

experienced when applied to smaller scale devices, such as Pt

LT-4. Although these difficulties are purely numerical and

are probably peculiar to the UNIVAC computer system, it has

recently become apparent that the ICARUS code is not

entirely suitable for our purposes, since it is unnecessarily \

complicated and the transport model used is somewhat dated.

Fortunately, Dr. M.H.Hughes, during his stay with us,

brought with him his new one-dimensional transport code j

HERMES which is simpler, and easier to use. We therefore ?

intend in future to use this code instead of ICARUS to com-

pute the transport of plasma both for the LT-4 tokamak and J

for the proposed modular stellarator. In addition, it 5
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contains a more up-to-date and flexible transport model and

has also been modified to allow the diffusion of plasma in

stellarators to be calculated.

HERMES has now been implemented on the School computer (which

makes for faster turn-round) and is already available for

general use.
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ADDENDUM

e) Soft X-ray Measurements

Determination of the soft X-ray emissions (energy 1-10 keV)

from the tokamak plasma is being used for a study of plasma

MHD instabilities and in a separate measurement for the

estimation of the plasma electron temperature and the

effective ion charge

i) MHD Instabilities

An array of seven silicon surface barrier detectors and

associated electronics measures the temporal variation of the

X-ray emission along different chordal lines across the

plasma. The data shows the common observation in tokamaks of

sawtooth oscillations and fluctuations resulting from MHD

instabilities associated with q surfaces which affect to a

small extent (10-15%) the plasma electron temperature.

ii) Electron Temperature and Effective Ion Charge

Measurement of the bremsstrahlung radiation emitted from the

plasma provides a method for determining the electron

velocity distribution. A liquid nitrogen cooled silicon

detector* and pulse height analysis system are used to meas-

ure the X-ray photon energy distribution from which the

average electron temperature is determined. The absolute

intensity of the radiation permits Z f f to be estimated. The

system is presently being commissioned on LT-4.

*The silicon detector and preamplifier have been constructed

by the Instrumentation and Control Division, AAECRE.


